The role of an invasive phenotype in promoting resistance to MAPK-directed therapies in thyroid cancer
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Purpose:	
  Muta%ons	
  in	
  the	
  MAP	
  kinase	
  (MAPK)	
  pathway	
  are	
  common	
  in	
  advanced	
  papillary	
  thyroid	
  cancer	
  (PTC)	
  and	
  anaplas%c	
  
thyroid	
  cancer	
  (ATC)	
  ,	
  especially	
  in	
  BRAF	
  (40-‐60%).	
  Despite	
  the	
  approved	
  combina%on	
  therapy	
  of	
  dabrafenib	
  (BRAFi)	
  and	
  
trame%nib	
  (MEKi)	
  for	
  BRAFV600E-‐mutated	
  ATC,	
  PTC	
  pa%ents	
  fail	
  to	
  beneﬁt	
  from	
  the	
  BRAFi/MEKi	
  combina%on	
  over	
  single	
  agent	
  
therapy	
  and	
  many	
  ATC	
  pa%ents	
  develop	
  resistance	
  over	
  %me.	
  An	
  emerging	
  mechanism	
  of	
  resistance	
  to	
  targeted	
  therapies	
  is	
  an	
  
invasive	
  phenotype	
  switch	
  during	
  which	
  cells	
  transi%on	
  from	
  a	
  diﬀeren%ated,	
  prolifera%ve,	
  therapy	
  sensi%ve	
  popula%on	
  to	
  an	
  
undiﬀeren%ated,	
  invasive,	
  therapy	
  resistant	
  popula%on.	
  	
  
Experimental	
  Design:	
  Here,	
  we	
  examined	
  the	
  eﬀects	
  of	
  BRAF	
  and	
  ERK	
  inhibi%on	
  on	
  signaling	
  and	
  invasion.	
  We	
  also	
  inves%gated	
  
the	
  regula%on	
  of	
  ﬁbronec%n	
  (FN1)	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  inhibi%on	
  of	
  the	
  MAPK	
  pathway	
  and	
  the	
  ability	
  of	
  resistant	
  cells	
  to	
  generate	
  a	
  
pro-‐invasive	
  secretome.	
  
Results:	
  We	
  found	
  that	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  BRAFi,	
  cells	
  resistant	
  to	
  BRAFi	
  exhibit	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  invasion	
  while	
  sensi%ve	
  cells	
  do	
  not.	
  
MAPK	
  pathway	
  reac%va%on	
  occurs	
  by	
  72hrs	
  following	
  BRAFi	
  treatment,	
  as	
  indicated	
  by	
  rebound	
  of	
  pERK	
  levels.	
  However,	
  
combina%on	
  treatment	
  with	
  BRAFi	
  and	
  ERKi	
  prevents	
  pERK	
  rebound.	
  Further,	
  combined	
  BRAFi/ERKi	
  mi%gates	
  the	
  increase	
  in	
  
invasion	
  observed	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  single-‐agent	
  BRAFi	
  in	
  BRAFi-‐resistant	
  cell	
  lines.	
  We	
  iden%ﬁed	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  the	
  extracellular	
  
matrix	
  protein,	
  FN1,	
  at	
  72hrs	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  BRAFi.	
  Using	
  ELISA	
  assays,	
  we	
  found	
  that	
  secreted	
  FN1	
  increases	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  
BRAFi	
  in	
  resistant	
  cell	
  lines,	
  but	
  decreases	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  BRAFi	
  in	
  sensi%ve	
  cell	
  lines.	
  Further,	
  addi%on	
  of	
  FN1-‐supplemented	
  
media	
  phenocopies	
  treatment	
  with	
  BRAFi	
  by	
  increasing	
  invasion	
  in	
  BRAFi-‐resistant	
  cell	
  lines,	
  however,	
  ERKi	
  overcomes	
  both	
  
FN1-‐induced	
  invasion	
  and	
  BRAFi-‐induced	
  invasion.	
  Importantly,	
  treatment	
  of	
  sensi%ve	
  cell	
  lines	
  with	
  condi%oned	
  media	
  from	
  
BRAFi-‐treated	
  resistant	
  cells	
  increases	
  invasion	
  in	
  the	
  sensi%ve	
  cells,	
  sugges%ng	
  the	
  secretome	
  of	
  resistant	
  cells	
  promotes	
  
invasion	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  BRAFi.	
  	
  
Conclusions:	
  These	
  data	
  indicate	
  that	
  a	
  more	
  invasive	
  phenotype	
  characterized	
  by	
  MAPK	
  pathway	
  reac%va%on	
  and	
  altera%ons	
  
in	
  the	
  secretome,	
  including	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  FN1,	
  play	
  a	
  role	
  in	
  resistance	
  to	
  BRAF	
  inhibi%on	
  in	
  thyroid	
  cancer.	
  

BRAF inhibition increases invasion and FN1 levels and
secretion in resistant thyroid cancer cells

BRAF inhibition promotes a pro-invasive secretome in
resistant cell lines

MAPK inhibition in thyroid cancer

Ø An emerging mechanism in response to single agent BRAF inhibition is an invasive phenotype
switch during which they transition from a proliferative, drug sensitive phenotype to an invasive,
less differentiated, drug resistant phenotype in order to survive therapy

Figure 4. BRAF inhibition
increases fibronectin
expression and correlates
with ERK reactivation. 8505C
cells were treated with 1 µM
vemurafenib for 4 hrs or 72 hrs
and protein expression was
quantified using RPPA (MD
Anderson Functional Proteomics
Reverse Phase Protein Array), *,
p<0.05; **, p<0.01.
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Figure 7. Conditioned media from BRAFi resistant, but not sensitive, cells increases invasion of sensitive
and resistant cells. BRAFV600E cell lines were treated with conditioned media from indicated cell lines for 24 hrs
then plated in Matrigel-coated Boyden chambers for 24 hrs. Invading cells were stained with DAPI and counted
using ImageJ. Results displayed as averages normalized to DMSO treated control +/- SEM. *, p<0.05.

Conclusions & Future Directions

Figure 5. BRAF inhibition decreases
FN1 secretion in sensitive cell lines but
increase FN1 secretion in
resistant cell lines. Cells were treated
with vehicle or BRAFi for 4 hrs or 72 hrs
and secreted FN1 was quantified using an
ELISA assay (ThermoFisher). *p<0.05;
**p<0.01; ***, p<0.001.

Hypothesis: BRAF inhibition promotes an
invasive phenotype through ERK reactivation.
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Thyroid cancer cells have varying sensitivity to dabrafenib

Figure. 1. BRAF mutant thyroid cancer cell lines exhibit Figure 2. MAPK pathway reactivation occurs in
response to single agent BRAFi, which is blocked
varying sensitivity to BRAF inhibition.
by combined BRAFi/ERKi. BRAFi sensitive (blue) and
A panel of 18 thyroid cancer cell lines with BRAF V600E
BRAFi resistant (red) BRAFV600E cell lines were
mutations were treated with increasing concentrations of
treated with A) dabrafenib (BRAFi) at various time
dabrafenib (BRAF inhibitor) for 72 hours. Cell viability was
points or B) dabrafenib (BRAFi), SCH772984 (ERKi
measured using CellTiter-Glo 2.0 assay. Area under the
(SCH)), or the combination for 72 hrs. Cell lysates
dose response curve (AUC) values were calculated with
(20µg) were analyzed via western blot with the
greater AUC signifying greater sensitivity.
indicated antibodies.
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Figure 3. BRAF inhibition
increases invasion in cell
lines with intrinsic and
acquired resistance.
BRAFV600E cell lines that are
sensitive (KTC1), have acquired
resistance (KTC1-VEMR), or
intrinsic resistance (T238,
8505C) to BRAF inhibition were
treated with BRAFi for 24 hrs
then plated in Matrigel-coated
Boyden chambers for 24 hrs.
Invading cells were stained with
DAPI and counted using
ImageJ. Results displayed as
averages normalized to
DMSOtreated control +/- SEM.
*, p<0.05; **, p<0.01.

BRAF inhibition and fibronectin promote invasion in BRAFiresistant cell lines

Figure 6. FN1 treatment phenocopies BRAFi by
increasing invasion, which can be blunted by
ERKi. 8505C cells were treated with the indicated
drugs, serum starved for 24 hrs, and plated in
Matrigel-coated Boyden chambers for 24 hrs. Invaded
cells were stained with DAPI and counted using
ImageJ. Results displayed as averages normalized to
DMSO-treated control +/- SEM.

Model. In response to BRAF
inhibition, pERK rebound and
increased FN1 can promote an
invasive phenotype in BRAFiresistant cell lines. Combined
inhibition of ERK and BRAF
prevents pERK rebound and
therefore prevents an invasive
phenotype that occurs in response
to single-agent BRAF inhibition.

Ø Inhibition of the MAPK pathway
using single-agent therapies
results in pERK rebound.
Ø Combined BRAF and ERK1/2
inhibition prevents pathway
reactivation and synergistically
inhibits cell growth.
Ø BRAF inhibition increases
invasion in BRAFi-resistant cell
lines.

Ø FN1 levels are increased in response to BRAFi, correlating with pERK rebound.
Ø BRAF inhibition and fibronectin treatment increases invasion in resistant cell lines, which can be
overcome by inhibiting ERK.
Ø Resistant cell lines can exhibit a pro-invasive phenotype in response to BRAFi.
Future Directions:
• Fully characterize components of a pro-invasive secretome driven by BRAFi in vitro.
• Determine the role of a BRAFi-driven invasive phenotype in promoting invasion and metastasis in
vivo, and whether ERK inhibition can block this phenotype.
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